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Argument . 

Wordsworth's Theory£! Poetic Diction . 

A. Introduction . 

Wordsworth's Theory of Poetic Diction Explained. 

B. Discussion. 

Proposition . 

That Wordsworth's theory that the language of poetry 
~ 

differs in no respect from the language of prose and of 
-

ordinary speech is too s~eeping to be in accordance with 

the facts of the psychology of poetic diction, is prov

ed by his own practice, for : -

I . A great part of that diction in his poems which sue-

ceeds in arousing emotion, does so in defiance of the 

theory and is the kind of diction that must be used in 

poetry . 

l . Conventional poetic diction. 

2 . Unworn words. 

3 . Words poetic because of inherent characteristics . 

II . His theory resulted in the use of t~o classes of 

words which did not and cannot succeed in arousing emo
tion. 



1 . Prosaic words which are the expression of an emotion 

which though potentially poetic, is feeble, have no 

emotionaJ. effect . Such feeble emotion is expressed by: · 

a . Words prosaic because of association. 

b . Words lacking in sensuous appeal . 

2 . Prosaic words which are the result of a desire to 

make intellectual communication, without any emotional 

impulse, have no emotional effect . 

a . Politics . 

b . Philosophy etc . 

C. Conclusion . 

Wordsworth's practice points out the fallacy of his 

theory, and gives ground for a broader definition of po

etic diction. 



Wordsworth ' s Theory of Poetic Diction. 

Chapter I. 

I ntroduction . 

To the average man, the term "poetic diction" means a 

V collection of flowery, out-of-date expression with which he 

is perfectly familiar, but which he would never, under any 

circumstances, think of using in his o\vn speech or writing . 

He expects to find in poetry; such words as ~a.msel, steed, 

casement and tresses; he does not expect to find words like 

wheel-barrowJ blankets, umbrella, nevertheless or emphatic

ally,- the kind of words he uses every day, and he is un

pleasantly shocked if he does find such words in what he is 

told purports to be poetry. In this belief, the average 

man4 has a good deal of renowned ~ support . There have been 

many who have stated that there is an essential difference 

etween the words of poetry and of prose . Aristo le dee ar

d t a t poe ic d'ction is most remote from vu far speech. 

To name suita y a given object, the poet should use, he 

maintain d, ~ foreign, metaphorical, o e evated 1ord,-any

thing but the ordinary name . His anguage s ould a · ays e 
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pleasing, - that is, possessing rhythm, harmony and melody. 

The whole virtue of diction consists in its being perspicu-

ous and not mei:i • Pope, and all his school, as is we 1 

knoYm, were fo .overs of Aristot e ' s dict:to';;. They felt 

"bound to preserve a certain artif cie refinement of la.n..,-
~ 

"..lage; they did not dare to cal p ain things by plain names" 

Gr~y stated w at Mas practically the creed of all of them 

t s : "T e language of the age is never the language of 

poetry." ~:;:, 

After this extreme convent i onalism, the pendu um S\1 mg 

ack in Vlil iam Wordsworth. He realized that the decora

tions of his predecessors had become an empty formality, 

that Pope and his school were high priests in the ritual of 

poetry, but that they lacked the sincerity whic_ should be 

the motive force of that ritual . Poetry was made, as Brand

es expresses it, of"unpoetic t houghts translated into con

ventionally poetic language; " "poetry had become the art of 

diction." Words1Torth pointed out that this condition had 

come by perceptible steps . "The earlest poets of all nat-

ions, " he sair, "g~ne~·i.lly ·rrot~ fro:r:1 passion excited by 

Winchester : p. 240 . * Gurmnere 452 . x-f. 
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real events; they vrrote natural1.y and as men; feeling power

ful y as they·· did, their 1 gu~6e i; as figurative and daring . 

In succeeding times, Poets, and Men am itious of the fame 

of Poets, perceiving the influence of such language and de

sirous of producing the sa.me effect ·without being animated 

by the same pasoion, set thernselves to a mechanical adopt-
. 

ion of those figures of speech, and made use of them, some-
-

times with propriety, but much more frequently applied them 

to fee ings and thoughts wit whic. they had no connection 

whatsoever . A l~guage was thus insensibly produced, dif

fering materially from the real language of men in any sit

uation . The reader or Hearer of this distorted language 

found himself in a perturbed or unusual state of mind : when 

affected by the genuine language of passion he h~d een in 

a perturbed and unusu state of mind a so : in both cases 

he was ~ill ng that his connnon judgment and understanding 

should be laid asleep - - - - - - - The emotion in both 

cases was delightful, and no wonder if he confounded one 
. 

•:i th the other, o.nd believed them both to be produced by 
the same or similar causes . 11 .l-

* Works : 942 Append;x. 
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He maintained, therefore, that in order to regain the 

power which these earliest poets h..,d, the modern poet must 

strip off this artificial diction and return to the use of 

the language of real life . In the Preface to the Lyrical 

Ballads, he declJ.red that he wrote these poems to ascertain 

"how far the language of Conversation is adapted to t 1e 

purposes of poetic plea.sure . uf< He stated bold y as his find

ings in the matter after the experimPnt_, that there can be 

no essential difference, "that the language of a large por

tion of every good poem must necessarily, except with rela

tion to the metE>r, in no respect differ from proae . 11**He 

\"lent even further hen he made the assertion that in propor

tion as ideas are valuable, in prose or verse, works of im

agination or sentiment require identical diction . "The 

language of such poetry as is here recommended is as far as 

is possible a selection of the language really spoken by 

men ."-*--** 

Of the need for reform., and of the great impetus which 

Wordsworth gave to naturalistic poetry of a hitherto neg-

~ Prose Works p. 31, * *- p . 54 . ~»< K Works 938 . 
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lected type, there has never been any doubt, Coleridge, who, 

though contemporary, has said the final word in criticism 

of Wordsworth ' s poetic philosophy, says : 

"As far, then, as Mr . Wordsv1orth in his Preface contend

ed, and most ably contended, for a reformation in our poet

ic diction; as far as he has evinced the truth of passion 

and the dramatic propriety of those figures and metaphors 

in the original poets which , stripped of their justifying 

reasons and converted into mere artifices of connection or 

orna.r.1ent, constitute the characteristic fals ' ty in the poet

ic style of the moderns ; a.nd as far as he has with equal 

acuteness and clearness pointed out the process by which 

this change was effected, and the resemblances between that 

state into which the reader ' s mind is thrown by the pleas

urable confusion of thought from an unaccustomed train of 

words and images, and that state \/hich is induced by the 
~ 

natural language of impassioned feeling; he undertook a use-

ful task and deserves all praise , both for the attempt .and 
E 

the e_xxution . 11 * 

* Coleridge 162 . 
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With this analysis of the relation of poetic diction to the 

mind , not only Coleridge but all the critics agree, and 

with t he psychological principle that lies back of it . 

Wordsworth ' s basic principle , on this subject, is like that 

of all poets and critics; he states it succinctly in the 

Preface thus : "For all good poetry is the spontaneous over-

* flov1 of po 1erful feelings . 11 I t takes its origin from emo-
. **-

ti on recollected in tranquility, " and reaches its end in 

commumicating that pleasurable emotion to the rea.der . We 

may accept as the foundation premise the statement that dic

tion may be called poetic when it is the adequate express

ion of emotion . We agree with Wordsvrnrth in that; but we 

find the point of difference in the minor premise that the 

language of prose a.nd conversation is best fitted to arouse 
- - -

emotion. Coleridge, and many of his contemporaries believ-

ed that the generalizations in the famous Preface were fa.r 

too sweeping . The rule, Coleridge says, applies only to 

certain classes of poetry, and only to those in a way that 

v~~ has never been denied or doubted, and beyond those cla~ses 

-.*Works 935 . ·*- Works 940 . 
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it cannot be practically applied, nor should it be . "If it 

were not impracticable it would still be useless ." *"" 

That this judgment of Coleridge is correct is proved by 

Wordsworth's own practice . His diction is both successful 

and unsuccessful . We can establish t hat his success is 
-

largely in defiance of his theory and that his failure is 

because of it . In other words, we can show that he was un

able to follow his own teaching, successfully, to the ex

tent he advocated. If we can go a step farther and show 

t hat his success 1as attained by a kind of diction which 

must always be used in successful poetry, and that his fail

ures were the resu1t of the use of diction which never can, 

in any hands, express emotion adequately, we shall prove 

the fallacy of his theory. In short, we must show that 

neither he nor anybody else cou1d a pply that t heory consis

tently and write successful poetry. We reach then, this 

proposition, whose truth this article attempts to establish: 

~Wordsworth' s theor~ that the language .2! poetry 

differs in E.2. respect ~ the language of prose and of ~-

* Coleridge 172 . 
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versation, is too swee£1ng to be in accordance with the 

facts ,2! ~ psychology .£.f poet~c diction is proved :ez. ~ 
m practice . 

The discussion will naturally fall into two parts which 

will show negatively and positively the fallacy of this the

ory when sweepingly applied . I. Agreat part of that diction 

in Wordsworth ' s poems which succeeds in expressing emotion 

does so in defiance of his theory and is, moreover , the 

kind of diction that must al rays be used in poetry which is 

successful in arousing emotion . I I. This theory resulted 

in the use of two classes of words which did not and cannot 

succeed in expressing emotion . 

Chapter II. 

Wordsworth ' s Successful Diction . 

Sec.l We must first examine Wordsworth ' s successful diction 
cri t"1'C-
1sm of and discover what relation it bears to his theory . That 
Wun-;;- -s . 
--- Wordsworth did not owe his success to a consistent practic-
Pract-
ice . al application of his theory is a commonplace in criticism. -

William Blake once remarked that he did not kno ho wrote 
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the Prefa.ces,but that they were "very mischievous and direct-
. *' ly contrary to Wordsworth ' s ovm practice ." This is said to 

have been the popu1ar contemporary view. Coleridge sustains 

it with a general statement ; later, he pushes his generaliz

ation still further into specific figures : 

"In short, we:l'.'e there excluded from Mr . V/ordsworth ' s po

etic Compositions all that a literal adherence to the theory 

of his preface wou1d exclude, two-thirds at least of the 
-

marked beauties of his poetry must be erased . For a great-

er number of his lines wou1d be sacrificed than in any recent 

poet . 11 >t--* 

De Quincey applies the generalization to certain definite 

poems : 

"In his own exquisite Ji,aoda.mia, in his Sonnets, in the 

Excursion, few are his obligations to the idiomatic lang

uage of life , as distinguished from that of books, or of 
~ ~ 

prescriptive usage . Coleridge remarked, justly, that the 

Excursion bristles beyond most poems with what are called 

dictionary words; that is, polysyllabic words of Latin or 

Greek origin. 11 :K )(-i-

"¥ Robinson ? : 282 . ::.r)l.' Coleridge 201 . *'*'-¥De Quincey 4: 498 . 
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Modern critics agree with this judgment . Herford points 

out that only two or three pieces in the Lyrical Ballads them

selves \Vere in accordance with his theory, and that through-
-· 

out his work he could write, not only with noble simplicity, 

but with "purple pomp. " Raleigh notes that the deviation 

from his theory occurs in some of the finest poems, that he 

hardly ever observes his own rules . He can and does write 

with inspired simplicity, but, nevertheless, he likewise has 

power to write like other poets, sometimes even magnificent-

ly. 

An investigation of the actual character of the words 

which Wordsworth uses successfully in poetry leads to the . 

same conclusion; there are a surprising number of specific 

~ examples of the generalizations these critics have ma.de . 

These words which, because in varying degrees, they are the 

adequate expression of emotion, may be called true poetic 

diction, group themselves roughly into three classes l.~-
0 .,, -

.!2n Conven\ally poetic by ~sociation . 2 . Unworn words . 

3. Words poetic because of inherent characteristics . 



Sec . 2 

Convent-

ional 

Poetic 

Diction . 

11 

Of the class of words known Qonventionally as poetic 

diction against which specifically Wordsworth railed so ve

hemently, he uses a surprisingly large number, through a 

surprisingly long period of time . The examples that are 

given are ta.ken from a range of poems wide both in time and 

subject matter . I n the first ·place , he uses a great many 

words that are found in earlier poets, words that poets use 

because poets always have : archaisms, contractions , arti-

f icial verbal devices as well a.s a vast body of miscellane

ous words that are admittedly poetic . Second , he uses words 

which are the expressionof conventionally poetic ideas . 

The Archaisms are chiefly in the verb forms . He em

ploys with gr·eat frequency the archaic -£.:!! or -~ form. 

like, knowest, kno,.,eth, walkest ; mad.est. alone is listed 
,f--

eleven times in the Concordance . Only a partial list of 
-

the number of times~ occurs is attempted; hence, the 
-

2 figure is only five, but, by inference, we see its very 

much more frequent use . !!:!._ is listed 9 times {partial ) ; 

~' 30 ( partial ) ;~' 20 ( partial ). Other archaic verb 

forms are even more significant . Spake occurs 131 times, 

Lane Cooper . 
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(approximately); swa.ng, 25; clomb, 17; ~(bore) 100; ~e 

100; ~, 11; ~, 11; dight, 4; methought, 16; chaunted, 

6; ~, l; frig:hted, l; ~, 3; apilfering,11 . Archaic 

pronouns are very common, - more common, probably, than the 

present form. .!h,;z, ~, ~ are used so often that the 

Concordance does not list them. The casual reader can pick 

them up, almost anywhere, in places where there is no rhyme 

or other necessity for them in~, Q. Nig:htingale, Michael 

Affliction of Margaret, Sonnets (of various classes ), __E.

da.mia, !!!2E., Tintern Abbey, Brougham Castle, ~ .2!l Intim

ations, a.nd so forth~ infinitum. Perhaps the most strik-

ing use is in !2, .! Sexton : 

"Let thy iheel-barrov1 alone -

Wherefore, Sexton, piling still 
-

In thy bone house, bone on bone?"* 

~ occurs too often to be listed. It appears everywhere 

even in poems like Peter ~, Alice ~, a.nd ~ ~ Seven • 

.Among the other parts of speech yea occurs 50 times;:!!!E. 
-

(wagon), 20; minster,?;~, 8; ~, 50; mere (sea),l; 

;+:Works 157 . 
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weeds (garments ), 1; twe.in, 7 . 

Contractions, such as are conmion in poetry are equally 

comm.on . Not to mention •~was, • twould, ' twill and ·~,which 

occur very frequently, we find a fair proportion of others 

which are more distinctly poetic . Eve a.nd even occur 38 - -
and 31 times, respectively . ~ and ne •er are very corranon 

So are the related forms, ~, emid, midst . Isle and islet 

are used 64 times; val~, 200; clime, 43; ~, 100; ta•en 

-appears once . !2S! appears approximately 175 times . Most 
- -

surprising are 'gan a.nd'marge , contractions that have a 

strictly poetic ancestry. Each of them occur 9 times . 

Artificial verbal devices such as are common in much 

eighteenth century poetry, appears to some extent . This is 

especially true of the earlier poems , DescriEtive Sketches 
- -· 

and !::E. Evenin ~· They , especially in thei~earliest form 
-

are filled with the most fantastj.c devices . VlordS\vorth after 

he had formulated his theory, revised t hem so that their 
ffl.. 

date, Lowell points out, is an anachromism. In their orig-
w 

inal form they are examples of wordsworth 's earliest liter-

ary inspiration, l'"hich, as is not generally known, was 
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dravnt, Legouis says , from Gray , Collins, Thomson, and War-.. 
ton and are more perverse and distorted in diction and style 

than any poet of his age . Legauis , in his scholarly work 

on The Youth of Words~orth lists with careful r eferences, -
many examples of the large proportion of fantastic conceits 

in the 1200 lines published in 1793 . However, Wordsworth 
, 

pledged himself in 1798 to expiate his earlier sins by us-

ing only simple words and expressions, revised these earlier 
-

poems , a.nd launched out into the uncharted sea of eve~yday 

diction for poetry . However, in this later rork, both new 

and revised, we can still find sufficient examples of ver

bal devices to prove him guilty of transgressing his own 

law. 

He refers to an organ as a thunderin in the Des--
criptive Sketches {revised form) ; he used a similar phrase 

in the Thanksgiving~' (1816), tubed engine . He calls a 
~ 

rope around a lamb ' s neck , a woQlen chain . He refers to 

birds as feathered lieges , and r1ater fowl es feathered ~

~Et..~ flood . A tree is a leafy c ~e , a rooster is 
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the " pride of his sister-wives, the monarch11 , fish are scaly 
- -

tribes, and France is Gallia. The sun is translated into 

"Ori nt - Conqueror of gloomy night" . Oar-forgotten floods , 

lip-dewing song, ringlet-tossing dance are representative 

of the revised Descriptive Sketches . Content , ~' ~-
- - -

tience , Slaverz personified are favorite verbal devices of 

~Evening~· 

Besides these explicit classes of words , T1hich are rel-
-· -atively few , there is as is hinted above , a vast body of 

miscellaneous 11 poetic " '70rde , - words that are always associ-
- -ated with poetry . Representative examples of these words 

are aprended , and an approximation of the times of occur-

rence. 

Nouns. Adverbs . Adj ectives. Verbs . Con,junc . 
~· 

swain 14 haply 7 sylvan 13 rove 47 ere 11 
(partial) 

tocsin l hence sable 7 dwelt 36 

(herb ) 13 yore 28 plashy 2 
(herbage ) " 
portal 10 betide 5 thrice 22 

corse 19 scarce 11 gladsome 26 

babes 7 aye 20 purpureal 4 
;;: ( 



l ouns 

., / ~ babes 7 

inf ants 7 

steeps 17 

bowl 15 
(flowing boul) 

dame 30 

steed 17 

orbs 24 

Greenwood 6 

courser 4 

garb 21 

locks 22 

clime 43 

boon 40 

abode 77 

lea 7 

pinions 16 

cot 20 

summers 12 
{years). 

16 

Adverbs Ad,jectives 

ay 22 dulcet 

a.main 11 Elysian 11 

;:i.vaunt 7 pellucid 6 

anon 28 umbrageous 4 

Clarion 4 

Nouns Nouns 

ala.rum 2 twelveL.onth 

brine 6 tresses l 
(sea) ~ 

streamJ.et 15 
bourne 7 

rivulet 17 
bov1er 130 

blossoms 29 
glade 28 

slumber 36 
lore 25 

braw 100 
maiden) 
maid ) 140 gore 3 

bard 17 ·haven 13 

casement 13 fisher 4 

lay( song) 14 woe 76 

Verbs 

slain 16 

cull 16 

espied 40 

Nouns 

3 tempest 38 

billows 23 
~ 

galaxy 5 

floweret 12 

deep 5 

1elkin 2 
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Practically all of these words are words that are not the 

diction of conversation and prose . Yet they appear with 
-

great frequency in Wordsworth ' s poetry. This completes the 
- -

examination of those words which are words used by earlier 
-

poets , including archaisms , contractions , artificial verbal 

devices and miscellaneous poetic words . 

The second class of conventional poetic diction is 
-· slightly different . This consists , as was previously indi-

cated , of those uords which are the expression of convent-
- ~ 

ionally poetic ideas , a.nd needs only to be mentioned brief-
-· ly . There are certain ideas that are perennially poetic ; 

the rnrds associated with them are likewise poetic . Shep-

herds , birds , scenery, mountains , rivers, stars , flowers , 

ships , and color are such ideas , a..nd are , of course , the 
- -
familiar subj ect-matter of Words orth , as we will show lat -

-
et in the sect on on the Concrete . !!it another subject 

-
lhich poetry likes , is mentioned 90 times in Wordsworth ' s 

poetry. ~' is mentioned many times . Fairies , elves , 

nymp'hs , Pierian Sisters , celeetial maids , Olympian u:mmits , 
- -· 

Bacchanal , Thyrsus , Bird of J ove , Flora , Sabine , Bandusia , 



Memnon ' s lyre , A achne , Arcad.y , Priam are all the kind of 

alluf which is conventionally poetic . All the large num-

ber of words which are neces~ary to the expression of these 

ideas can be called e onventionally poetic diction . They 

are present in large numbers in Wordsworth ' s poetry . 

Enough has been said to show that the poetic flavor of 
- -

Wordsworth ' s work depends to a considerable extent on dict-

ion which is Conventionally poetic , from the associations 
-

of the words and of ideas . From these generalizations it 

is perfectly obvious that to this extent at least , he did 

not use the language of conversation or of prose . Archa

isms , contractions , verbal devices and all sorts of words 

that are accounted poetic do not appear in the vocabularies 

of the simple-minded rustics whose speech he considered the 

best expression of emotion. Neither are a large part of 
-those words which are poe~ic , because they are the express -

ion of conventionally poetic ideas . It is true that the 

natural objects listed are probably matters of common speech 

to some extent , but classic references are not, nor is Art . 

But on the whole , our findings so far prove that he acted 
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in defiance of his ultimatum. He evidently was not able to 

follow his diction in this phase of the matter~ It yet re-

mains to consider the effectiveness of Conventional poetic 

diction as a means of arousing emotion. Wordsworth could 

not seem to dispense with Conventional diction as a means 

J of adequately expressing emotion. Can any poet entirely 

eschew it or is it at all useful in arousing emotion? Is 

its use a m~tter of pure convention or is there a sound 

psychological basis for its use? VI.hen ~1e come to examine 

poetic diction a.nd weigh the evidence for a.nd against it, 

the justice of Wordsworth's position is at once a parent to 

any person; further more, it has always been admitted by 

critics . The very fact of conventionality in a word is 

likely to be proof of the lack of moving power behind it, 

for an emotion, which is sufficiently strong to arouse a 

corresponding emotion in another, is usually strong enough 

also to break through conventional bounds and express itself 

in language not of the conventional type. Emotion is only 

aroused by emotion. Hence, usually, a conventional {Ord 

has no real moving po er back of it. Looking at the matter 
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from a different point of view, we may observe, also , that 

the triteness of the emotion and the expression is a great 

disadvantage . Human sensibilities can get used to anything, 

and an emotion, however powerful originally , which has been 

used over and over in poetry , finds the reader too hardened 

to be much touched . Now if this emotion is couched in much 

used language, the vitality of the emotion is still more 

sapped , and such language , correspondingly , loses its power 

over the reader . 

The poet who confines himself to conventional diction 

is , moreover , handicapped by the limits of the emotional 

field open to him. Here again we adn1it that a little con-

sideration corroborates Wordsworth. There are certain emo-
-

tional effects that he cannot pretend to get if he confines 

./"" himself to conventionalized language . Aristotle's dict~

that no word should be introduced into poetry which does 

not add to the pleasing or m.elod~ ous quality of the verse 

cuts off an innnense field of emotions, vhich are perfectly 

suitable to poetry . For example under such restrictions 

an impression of ruggedness , horror or disgust could not be 
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produced. Milton's line: V""' 

"Rocks, caves , lakes , fens , bogs, and de;;s ::-ilthough 
,.., 
\ it is jerky and unmelodious, is a great line for it accom--

plishes its purpose , yet the classical dictates of conven

tional usage would bar it out . A writer who held that poet

ry could never use the language of every day life must for

go in large measure the high emotions of domesticity, simple 

pleasure , simple sorrow and pathos , for such emotions are 

not produced by high-flovm language . A realistic poet will 

lose half his effectiveness if it is necessary for him to 

use archaic terms and poetical contractions . In a word ,it 

is an observed fact that as the body of poetic diction in-

creases , the individual genius of the poets grows less. 

They are all alike, each one handicapped by conventional 
~wi' 

rules from expressing all that is in him. He is confined 

by his school. 

The poet who follows conventionalities in his diction 

limits his emotional effect in another way: he limits the 

audience whose emotion he can arouse . Althou.ghperhaps Words

worth did not definitely incorporate this idea into his the-
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ory , yet he implied it , and an extension of his principle 

brings out its truth . The conventional poet is in danger 

of losing that universality of appeal which is the test of 

true poetic ability. I t is not enough that a poet shall be 

able to imduce feeling ; whose feelings are aroused is like-

lise important "Curfew shall not ring to-night " undoubtedly 

aroused our grandmothers to real feeling , but its day is 

over . I t fails to elicit any emotional response , because 

it fol o~ed a standard which is superseded . Such poetry is 

dead , emotionally , and exists only as interesting material 

in literary history. This is perhaps the greatest objection 

to conventional poetic diction : standards are constantly 

changing . The first time a conventional ·ord was used , it 

was the resu1t of a feeling so strong that an out-of- the

ordinary ord was used. The effect was good, poierfu1 . 

Later poets observed the effect , and , perhaps without the 
r 

same motive force , used it . This phenomenon occurs very 

often in literature . Every time a ne 1 , strongly individual 

writer trikes a note of originality , his style and method 

are made the basis of. imitation . Virgil , Milton , Spenser 

.f I I / 
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and Pope were each imitated by lesser poets who fltrove to 
-

get the effects of the master by using , among other de]JVces , 

his kind of words . The result is a conventionalized diction . 

This continues until a new genius arises with different 

standards . Then a revolt occurs , ~a complete overthroral 
-

of the old standards . This revolt will , in turn , establish 

a ne 'I convention . Wordsworth , Coleridge , Byron , Snclley 

a.nd Keats 1ere in revolt against the Classical school . 

Their follo era , how ver , develop conventional manneriama 

from too close observ t~on o~ t eir unconventionalities, 

and the cmotionul effects of &incere !m.itators, into p e -
-

do-poetic or sentimental feelinG . A new revolt is nee ss-

ary, a new demand for sincere expression, and the standard 

is changed again . An examp e of a "ord " ic as co p et -

y ost its po t c force hrough ch nge in atandar is 

fry . I n ear ier days it s se to escri e t e to en ts 

o t e amned, or in other contexts, the blazing of the 

fires of love . Srenser so use an d d so th grea 
- - - -

eff ctiven as d appropriateness, ecaus a poe s of 

t at ge di so . B t t e usage n egar to ~ as c ange , 
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and modern poets cannot so use it, because modern poets do 

not . Neither, does Spenser leave the effect on modern read-
-

ers which he had on his contemporaries . This, as is indic-

ated above, is the great danger in using diction which is 

conventionally poetic . The poet who does it limits his 

audience to those persons to whom his standard is t he right 

one . He con move the readers of his own age, but arouses 

not a spark in succeeding generations . The test of real 

poetic diction is whether or not, it continues and will con

tinue to arouse feeling down thru the years . 

However, in spite of this arraignment of Conventional 

diction, the reader w·ill remember that those words are giv

en above as one division of that diction of Wordsworth whic~ 

"succeeds, in varying degrees, 11 in emotion . There is some

thing to be said in favor of conventional poetic diction as 

a means of arousing emotion, and something to be said again-

v st Wordsworth's summary dismissal of it . We are used to 

such words in poetry and nowhere else, and hence, they have 

formed for us an unbrea.kahle connection with poetic utter-

ances . There is no inherent reason why horse is not as 
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suitable to poetry as steed, h!:,!!: as tresses, and~ !!2!!!

an as beldam.e, but the usage of successive poets has so es-

tablished them. There is no reason why archaic ternlS have 

any more poetic effect than present language, but they have 

always attracted poets . Spenser has always influenced poets 

both in thought and in diction . MacP.herson and Chatterton 

made up their own archaisms .... so anxious were they to get the 

effect which the associations of these words bring. Neither 

is there any inherent characteristic in contractions which 

fits them for poetic expression . The exigencies of meter 
~ 

undoubtedly gave rise to them, poetic license condoned themJ 

and imitators seized upon them as part of the mechanism of 
~ 

poetic success . Association is a very powerful factor in 

the mind, and has actually added something to these words . 

From association with strong emotions all these forID.s have 
~ 

gained something of that strength, even t hough they are not 

the direct result of strong feeling in any individual case . 

Wordsworth, himsel.f, in the passage on poetic diction and 

its origin, quoted above, pointed out that the reader of 

this distorted language found himself in "a. perturbed and 
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unusual state of mind ," which was so similar to the "unus

ual and perturbed state of mind" which was the result of the 

of the "genuine language of passion, " that "it is no wonder 

that he confounded the two , and believed them to be produc 

*'* by the same or ... imilar causes ." I n his desire to emphasize 

the much greater force of the "genuine language of passion•; 

Wordsworth very evidently, in this passage, overlooked the 
~ 

value of that confounding of the two unusual and perturbed 

states of mind . I f a word has acquired, through association, 

the reputation of being able to express emotion, adequately, 

that word has a certain kind of advantage in being able to 

simulate the real thing so cleverly that the average reader 

cannot tell the difference until somebody writes a Preface 

to point out the distinction. I t is not a high form of po

etic effect which is produced by such words ~ the expert in 

aesthetics will not admit that it has the effect of the 

i language of real, genuine feeling; but that it has a certain 

po1er nobody can deny. 

Hence, we can see that the ~er of a.sLocia.tion in po-

etic diction is to accomplish much, both in 

connection with and in defiance of logic . There is no in-

f. ~Works p . 942 . 
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herent reason why these words are poetic, hut they have the 

poetic reputation and help to create the poetic atmosphere . 

They are a force that must be reckoned with . Not many 

writers have felt that they can afford to ignore wholly the 
-· prestige that attends the use of diction used by earlier 

- . 
poets . A word which has been effectively used by an earl-

-· ier poet finds the intelligent reader with a mind and heart 

already half- won . The poetic atmosphere is created for him, 

although deep, powerful emot ion is not aroused, necessaril y, 

thereby. The new poet ' s thrill is produced more readily if 

X an earlier thrill has been produced in the way. The indi-.--
vidual is moved along 1 es of emotional least resistance, -

only to that point , of course, after which he begins to be 

hardened by emotional repetition. The unintelligent reader 

is, of course, more easily affected by "poetical" diction . 

His ideas of what is suitable in poetry are definite , and 

a breaking over those conventional bounds is an act he can

not forgive . An antagonism is set up which at once pre

cludes the possibility of any emotional effect . Therefore, 

however much weaker., those w·ords may be than the expression 

which is more genuine in origin , they have an undoubted 
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power to arouse, in a small and inferior degree, the emo

tions of the reader, a..nd it is safe to say not only that 

Wordsworth could not eschew them, but that there are sound 

reasons in the psychology of poetic diction why neither he 
-

nor anybody could. 

~11 The poet must not ignore, the prestige of earlier suc

cess in diction, nor must he allow himself to depend upon 

it, wholly. The conclusion seenlB obvious : poetic diction 

must take suggestions, but not laws from poetic conventions. 

It must, to accomplish its end, use every bit of associa-
-

tive power it can without nulli~ying detriment . ·~1 ~ lu el"' 
def , I 

It is evident, then, that Wordsworth's practice in the 

matter of conventional poetic diction is not in harmony 

v with his theory . He used these words, and he used them 

¥ith some degree of success, because they have a certain 

value in expressing emotion which neither he nor any poet 

can ignore . He employs rords which are rightfully called 

poetic words and expresGes emotion, thereby . Because of 

the sound reasons which underlie the success of such words 

we can assert that his statement as to this extent, too 
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sweeping . 

A little investigation sho~s that Wordsworth departed 

from the language of prose and of connnon speech in another 

respect. He used a good many words which 'le may call un-

worn words, - words that are not connnonly used anywhere, in 

prose or poetry. Prominent among these are the compounds 

which appear in a long list of poems produced in a long 

series of years . There are dozens of compounds of~, . 

and ~' many of them connnon enough as to be in ordinary 

speech like half-concealed, half-conscious, half-dead, h!1f. 
,,..-

suppressed, well-o.ppointed, 1ell-tamed, a.nd well-borft. 
-
These we will not consider as unworn words, but there are 

others which are undoubtedly fresh combinations, half-ab-

sence, half-insensate, half-reverted, half-wisdom, half-in

~, half-frequented, half-sheltered, well-girt, well-poiw 

~' well-tamed , well-matched. Further than this, there are 

a large number of all sorts of combinations, of which the 

following are only scattered examples : deep-embattled, 

still-twinkl'ing, spur-clad , bat-haunted, dim-eyed, tiger

leap, cloud-~iercing, horseman-shadow, one-;pennied , chance-
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discovered, flower-enamelled, horseman-S:host, sou1-n.nimat-
- -

ing, smooth-r bbed, grain-tinctured, she;pherd-lord, minute-

ste:ps, weather-fended, dim-twink1ins, newly-hallowed, ~-
-

pest-shattered, chance-temptation, thaw-wind, time-cemented 

time-buryins, time-dismantled, cypress-spire, lute-resound-
-· 

ing, close-crowding, far-descried, street-disturbing, sis-

ter-wives, holly-sprink1ed, dus1:y-browed, mid-leg . 

Such conbinations might lead oneto expect that he uill 

find many unfamiliar words and coined words in Wordsworth . 

Such is not the case, however, he as consistent to the ex

tent that he avoided words that are not intelligible to the 

average reader . One can read Wordsworth without a diction-
-X ary, for there are practically no words which are not fam-

iliar . The nearest he comes to words that are not well-

known are such as : 
~~ 

m-0rrice, couchant, dia;phonous, pibroch, 

aery, volant, accoutrement, semicirque, a.m;phitrite, coracle 

leonine, recusant, pinnace, puissant, arras, fibula, ~-

~, sombroua, arbitrament, ~~s_, and these are only com-
-

paratively unfamiliar . Neither are there a noticeable num-

ber of coined words . What there are, are so simple as scar-
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cely to be called coinages: couched (in the sense of lying 

on a couch),~, dinning, spiry, wildish , mausoleum, £Q!

taged, unpathwayed, unbreathing, monthling . 

In spite, ho\/ever , of this apparent simplicity of vo

cabulary, Wordsworth uses a great many words which are un

worn in another sense in that he uses words, which are in 

themselves fa.miliar,in a unique setting . This mnounts prac

tically to a coinage, for out of an old word , he forms a 

new, using single words , as we found him combining two in

to an uncommon compound. This appears in the use of a fam

iliar word as an epithet for a noun to which the average 

person would never think of applying it, or of a figure, 

which , though composed of simple elements, is strikingly 

impressive . Such words ue found in the following : ker--
chief plots (of ground), patient primrose, tired breeze, 

streak (of color), partins oar,~ sun, uncertain heaven, 

wandering Voice, drizzling crags, spouting mill, gilded 

flocks,~ fish, carved maniacs (statues), huddling rill, 
-

restless tails, thick, unwieldt flight (of a buzzard), 
breathing of the wind, the For h unr velled, lovely wander-
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.£!., (moon), heights guarded with snow, placid melancholy, 

annual funeral ( of primrose) , the rocks that muttere~, ~

rej oicin~ berries , the A1ps ,l2Z with the sun, .lli:!! noon , con

fiding glow-wo~ , indignant waters . It may be pointed out 

that these words are frequently words which are used separ-

ately in connnon prose or conversation, and this is undoubt-
-edly true . Yet , their use is so co11plete+y different from 

that of connnon speech that they are not , by any means, the 

"languuge " of prose or of conversation . So different is 

their use that they might as well be an entirely different 

vocabulary . This is a list which ca.n be extended indefinite-
,,,u 

ly; 1;e wi-11 find many words of the sa.me type , when , in an-

other connection , we consider figurative and suggestive 

words . Wordsworth undoubtedly availed hi.mself of many word 
~· 

which are much too un~orn to be included in the vocabulary 

to which he proposed to limit the poet . Vlhy did he do so? 

We come again to the same cause which forced him to use con-

ventional dictions in spite of his poetic philosophy. 
- -There is a sound ba i in the workings of the mind for the 

u e of un1orn words as poetic diction . 
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Brander Ma.thews in his essay on "The Poetry of Place 

Names", says , that it is a natural instinct of mankind to 
. 

take the unknown for the magnificent, in language as well 

as in scenery , manners and customs . He substantiates his 
. . 

theory by calling attention to the fact that Re o Grande is 

much more poetic than Big River, ~Blanc and Sierra~

~ than Vlhi te Mountains , and Golgotha thnn Place of .! 

Skull . We deem almost anything poetic which is unfamiliar , 

or to state it from the point of .vie¥" we a.re using here , 

any word which is not used commonly has an emotional effect 

on the reader of which the poet must take cognizance . 

Hence , we find that many poets use words which are not fre-

uently used . This is a once apparent in the use of un

familiar words . The mystery of the un o'\m and the glamour 

of the unconnnon are valuable allies of the poet in his ef

fort to touch the heart . The same thing ap lies to nerly 

coined words . They help to give an atmosphere which is fa-
/ . 

vorable ~ the production of poetic effects . The uncormnon 

style leads the reader to infer , though not always justly, 
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that an uncommon emotion has produced it . 

These classes of unworn \lords a.re not present in Words-

worth to any marked degree , as we no ted above . But the s 

generalizations apply to those kinds of unworn '/Ords which 

he did use : compounds and words used in so unique a fashion 
-

as to become practically coinages . C ompou..~ds a.re rightfully 

called intrinsic lly poetic . They have , of course, the us

ages of many poets to make them poetic , but their real val-
-· ue has given a rea.l basis for their oetic reputation . 

-
That real basis accounts also for the poetic po\/er of fam-

- -
iliar .rords used in a. unique sense . In both cases , the ef-

fect is lc.rgely the result of an unusual combin tion . Two 

lords combined out of their familiar context each have ~11 

the accumul~ted force of years of usage to add to the force 

of their combin tion . The result is poetic dynamics . The 

udden change in the associations is so ~tartling that t Lc 

de ired image is registered indelibly u on the re der's 

mind a.~d e1 otions and the function o a poetical word is 

accomplished . "Blinding s reel. , O gre t Go P t" in 11r.., . 

Bro ming contains no unfamili word , out t ro famili r ones 
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taken in an unfamiliar way. The force o their combin tion 

i s ud ed to ~he origin l force of each. Two frequentlJ 

combined words can be represented by a+E_: this tUlusua.l com

bination i a+£_+~· 

Sha.irp sums up the reason why um10rn words are appro-

priate for poetry in a single sentence ~ 

"The high pitched imagination and vivid emotion groove 

unique and peculiar channels for lc..nguage , a whole economy 

of diction , which from their very uncommonneso strike the 

ear and rivet the attention. 11* The last claim of his sent-

ence we have just been considering .It is necessary also to 
-

observe that he says to begin with that the tUlCommonness is 

the result of emotion . Dee , strong , feeling usually ex

presses itself in a language which is unusual , reserving 
-

the common speech for co!UUlon events . It is a commonplc .. ce 

that de th of sorro\l , or joy will bring forth from a.n ordin

ary speaker , words hich had never been his before . Much 
-

more is it true of a oet ;nose business is to find a.de-
- -

quate words . The sincerity of his feeling forces an ade-

quate ex ression by which the heart of the reader i moved. 

:f Shairp p. 128 . 
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One phase of the expression thus produced is very likely to 

be the use of unworn words . Hence , it is clear that , from 

the standpoint of the poet , \7hose busineS$ it is to express 

the feeling that is in him, and to arouse thereby the cor-

responding emotion in the reader , unworn words are valuable . 

For the foregoing reasons , we must admit the value of 

unworn words in poetry in general , and from the foregoing 

examples , t he value of this kind of word to V/ordsworth's 

poetry. Yet such words re not included in the select vo-

cabulary Wordsivorth would penni t the poet . So , here , as in 

the case of Conventional poetic diction, we find that V!ords

:rorth ' s practice shows t:'le fallacy of his theory. It would 

exclude these unworn words , which , for apparent reasons , 

must always be suitable for poetry . In this respect, also, 

it is too sweeping . 

Vlhen we come to examine those words in 1ordsworth's po-
~ 

ems which are the adequate expression of emotion because 

they are inherently poetic , 1; e reach a more important phase 

of the subject . A ,l)Oet may do without Conventional poetic 

diction or without unnorn ·1ords , but he cannot dispense 
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with words that are, for sounder reasons, intrinsically po

etic . These are the words on which conventional usage is 

founded frequently. Conventional 10rds have become convent-

ionally poetic, in a good many cases, because they are real

ly poetic . Often, also, a new set of words is necessary to 

express adequately the emotion which the conventional words 

can no longer convey. There must be then something defin

ite a.bout many of these poetic words that has given them 

the prestige they have, a.nd something in vords not conven

tionally poetic which makes them available for poetic pur

poses , when the need is felt for a fresh diction. There 

are many words used in poetry now in a later stage of lit

erary developnent which are uaed pontaneously without ref

erence to custom, 1ith t he simple purpose of adequately ex

pressing euotion. These words o.re not conventionally poet

ic, yet they are actually poetic in effect . There are many 

rnrds in Wordsworth ' OJ poetry which are not conventional po

etic diction, and uhich, 'lihile they may be unworn, have 

something more than freshness to their advantage . To ar-
-

rive at some classification of thesfwords is to arrive at 
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those inherent characteristics that seem to make Wordsworth ' s 

words poetic . What words does he use , then , which seem by 
-t heir very nature adapted to express the poet ' s emotions? 

We must then inquire wheither these successful. words are 
-

the fruit of his theory . we· may say , in the first place , 

t hat when Wordsworth used words that a.re characterized by 

Graph.ic ima~erz , he had po\1er to communicate his feeling . 

The most casual reader cannot fail to be struck by the 

countless image words which appear incessantly in Words-
-

worth ' s poetry . To begin with , there are a large number of 

concrete objects . There are animals , birds , flowers , trees, 
- - -

household objects , hills and clouds , - all actual ·things 
-· -which Wordsi.vorth saw and which he wants the reader to see . 

ot flowers -and pl~ts he mentions daffodil , celandine ,~

!l,, primros~, water-lily , ~' pansy , r a.gwort , crocus , 

sno1dro;pa , harebells , honeysuckle , carnation , bind-reed , 
-

cuckoo-flower , meadow flower , cherrz , gra120 , currants , ~-

~' strawberry , - each a concrete object that the average 

person kno\7S . There are pines , ze 7S , oakes , ~' maples, 

a le-trees and cherrz-trees . 
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Animal.s are connnon : house-dog , terrier, badger , ~, snake , 

hedge-hog, '™' lurcher , sheep , tiger , .£!~.> horse , do& , 
- -

~, 1!2E.; birds and insects : butterfly, cuckoo ,linnet , 
-· 

~, robin , buzzard , waterfo\71 , wood cock , rave .. 1 , heron , 

~' mocking-bird , stock-dove , ma ie , JE.z, black-bird , 

nigh.t-bird , nightingale ,~, bittern ,. The Milky Way, 

rainbo\1 , moon , Sirins, Pleiades , Jupiter, clouds and !!!U 

a.re actual. physical phenomena , - concrete things . So , also, 
-· are t he humbler objects ~hose names he uses freely : ~' 

hearth , wheel, apron , peat-fire, spade , kerchief , knocker , 
-mattock , stump, pewter , shears, saddle, uhip , a pur , hay-

-
~, ~, ~' water-mill , ~, mill-race,~, fiddle, 

wa.gon ,,..... bucks te rs \'fares , cap and go'm , church-clock • 

..........-There is present, · also , in these concrete vords another 

element, which both , in connection rith concreteneso , and 

separately, adds to the graphic imagery of WordSworth's die-
-tion : t he specif~~ quality of words . The careful distinc-

tion he mak~s in the various meanings of the words denoting 
-

color is striking. Blue, for example, appears in these 
-

fo,..,..,, 0 •• bl k k 1 k bl _........, ac -blue , clear-blue , dar -b ue , d y ue , 

blue, azure, gloomy blue; green : da.rk-green, grass-green, 
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leaf-green , ;pea-green, sea-green , green-tinged , tamy green 

olive-sreen , em.erald; ~ and ita shades are differentiated 

into blood-red, dull-red, soldier's red , red-bro;vn , crimson 

and scarlet . Besides these , there is an endless body of 

carefully chosen , specific epithets , specific nouns and 

verbs : crowding cattle, restless t ila, glarin~ hill , pale 
. 

steam, tremuJ.ous streara, broad black feet , ~s_1_1 ...... ~~ 

faded plain , misty pine , orange ga.le , sto fire , rushed 

by (crows) , surly house-dog , wheeled by , hissed (along the 

ice) , 
-

sleeved , pink-ve~ted , curls ( of smoke ), a blue bar ( of 

cloud ,) whist1in.& rustic , haz>Jy ridges , loose va ors, pris

matic , , evening yellow , saunterin~, rattling wheels , !!2_-
-· . ~ 

paced, scudding, edged (stars edged the clo do ) , smooth 
- -

~ green turf, long-roofed, uneasy snake , bounced , lea d , w-
t 

~' hobbled, stamping, ermined judge , pallid hand , bawling 
. 

coiled-up prey, rusty, litterin , rched , lim-

mering , haunting , pa.ntin~ , sultry, gr sless , fluttering, 

and dancing , never-endine, _. ..... t_e_d, slimy, red-ri;ee, sunburnt 

forehea.d , strutting , t urf-clad , clear black mou1d, currants 
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.!£ scantz. strings . 

There is again an element in the si:ecific words which 

must not be overlooked. Wordsworth adds much to the pictor

ial element in the use of the figurative element . It is no

ticeable in many of the compounds he uses, and in the fam

iliar word.a which he uses in unique fashion; examples may 
- -be found above . A very familiar one is the use of the word 

jocund in reference to the daffodils . The huddling ril1, 

the industrious oar, the silvered kite, expiring gale, 

drowsy bells, holy turrets, silver steam, mantling wings, 
-

gilded flocks, carless cell, blue-eyed Ua.y, the ~(of bud 
-

ding trees), unraveled (used of the Forth as seen from Stir-
- -

ling Castle), brawls (of the brook), s thetic twilight, 

crucible (the West at sunset), eddies (of crovs), wheels 
-

(the eagle), a girdle of stones, skirts of gray (mist), a 
- -· .... 

meteor (Schill), cliff's battlemented crown, are only a few 

representatives of the image making power of V/ord.Sworth ' s 
-· 

figurative language . 

One must not ignore, either, the value of suggestive 

words in 7ordsworth's poetry. There are many single words 
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in his figurative and literal language that add more than 

one detail to the picture he gives . Such a word is · the one 

he uses in 11 There Was a. Boy", 

11 --- when the earliest stars began 

To move a.long the edges of the hills . 11 

Such a word is unraveled, cited above; such are .w.;;...;;;..;..-...~ 

Sunless, restless tails, uneasz Snake, feStBring heaps, ~-
-lequin (used of a. bright-colored bird), evening yellow, 

sauntering horsemen, bustling, and many others which we need 

not repeat . They a.re words of such a nature that they have 

a multiplied power of imagery. Each one suggests to the 

reader a complete picture . 

This condensed sunnnary shows that 1ordsworth availed 
-himself of those words, which ,because they are concrete, 

specific, figurative or suggestive, have the power of graph

ic imagery . It may be objected that such wordS are the 

language of common conversation and prose, and that Vlords

worth was within the bounds of his theory here, and that 

t ese generalizations have no bearing on the fallacy or the 
-truth of his general principle . That many of these 1ord.B 
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might be and are used in prose and in speech is, of course, 

evident . Some of them are so used, and some of them are 

not . We hold that the fact of their being so used is quite 

beside the question; it makes no difference wheither they 

are or are not . Their poetic quality is due to their imag

ery. Their use in corrnnon speech and prose neither argues 

for or against them, and cannot be uaed as a criterion of 

their value . They are poetic, because of intrinsic quali

ties, besides which common usage is neither here nor there . 
-

These qualities are baaed on discernible reasons . 
- "feeling must be ex-

Vie must remember first of all, that".Q\U'fering, ~ the-
hibi ted, not described. "*" The average :rereon needs to see 

h funny occurrence, or enthusiastic assemblage, or the ecstat-
1 · the- a gt tta.:l. 

ic joy , before he can, in any ay, partake of the feelinf. 

The best description ~hich does not take this necessity in

to account fails to do more than to give him the mere facto 

which make the setting. He gets nothing of the emotion, 

with the grasping of the mere facts. Hence , it is that many 
-persons get pleasure out of a funny picture , feel the pa. h-

os of a touching one, or the dangers of an exciting one, 

ho vou1d get little from a story dealing ith the a e el-

7inchester 239 . 
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ements. A child can grasp the meaning of pictures before 

that of any other art-form. Emotions are not easily arous

ed by abstractions or by intellectual grasp of any situa-
-

tion, but by sensations which reveal the actual "look" of 

things when feeling is present . 

So it was that Milton laid down as one of the prime re

quisites that poetic diction should be "sensuous", - by 

which he meant that the words should appeal to the senses, 

that there should be impressions for the eye and ear, es

pecially. Words in poetry, in the first place, must give 
-

visual images . Poetry must present pictures. That which 

produced the feeling of the poet must be shown to the read-

er, else he can never feel a corresponding emotion . Graph

ic imagery then is an essential quality in poetic diction . 

For good reasons, words are graphic usually when they are 
- -

concrete; they present a definite object, which, if it 

means anything, at all, calls up a visual image. We may 

grasp an abstraction, but we see an o j ect, and the fee ing 

which contro s it. The advancement of lan age in the ex

pression of abstractions, does not fit it for conveying e-
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motion adequately. This is apparent in e'ighteenth century 

literature . The less advanced it is from concreteness, t~e 

more is it suited to poetic expression . Spenser is the 
- -great example of the concrete in poetry . The w. ole of the 

Faery ~ueene could be retold in philosophic, abstract ter

minology, but it would not be poetry. There would be noth

ing to see, and hence very little to feel . Abstractions 

are not graphic : concrete personifications are . This is 
-

why allegory can be embodied in poetry and pure didacticism 

cannot . 

"Just for a handful of silver he left us 

Just for a. ribbon to wear in his coat. 11 

~i~ gives_Q. plain fact that the lost leader deserted for money -V and honor, yet in its use of concrete details and words, it 

gives what is more important, the feeling of paltriness and 

1 dishonor . A word which gives the reader a concrete object 

to see is a good word for poetry. Words are graphic a so, 

when they are siecific in all poetry as well as in Words-

worth 1 s . Class names, perhaps concrete in themselves, are 

replaced by names of specific individuals of the class . 
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Thus the image is still more r estricted. The reader is 

forced to focus his mind's eye on one object alone . There 

can be no mistake in the picture he gets . For example, 

~ gives an explicit image which bird does not . The 

bright morning star - - - - comes dancins, is more graphic 

t han rises . Purplish-blac]£ is more srecific than black, 
-

crocus and daffodil than flower, green-tinged than green, 

hedge -hog than animal . This is only another way of saying 

that the exact word is the most effective . A word which 

gives the thing exactly as it is, serves to bring before 

t he read.er as nearly as words can, the objects which arous-

ed the poet to express him.self . 

The use of the figurative is equally well based in psy

chology . All who have thought on this su ject have agreed 

on this phase of poetic diction . Aristotle declared that 

"the greatest thing is to use metaphors well . " Shelley from 

the standpoint of the practical, maintains that poetical 

language must be vitally metaphorical. Gummere, who rerre- · 

sents modern criticism, says that "figures a.re the mainstay 

of poetical style, because in order to impart intense feel

ings, it is necessary to refuse the feebleness of ordinary 

*-Aristotle 457 . 
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words and seek out freshness and vigor. 11 "*" For figures, be

cause they are more concrete and specific, are more pictor

i al and hence better adapted to poetic purposes . In form

ing most figures, we are seeking to mclce an object more 

graphic y comparing or identifying it with another object 

whose image is well-known and s pecific . ~, for example, 

has not sufficient specific meaning to call up a definite 

enough visual image; poets, therefore, have used a £ igure 

and said roseate . A strong, formidable-looking building 

can not be made graphic in any way so easily as by person

ification; countless poets, therefore, have said frowning 

tower . So we might run thru an interminable list, - pearly, 

milky;, ~, mantlin_g vine, "musics golden tongue", "the 
-

crimson ,E:!! of eve", "the canopy of the sky, all comm.on in 

all kinds of poetry, - so connnon that they are losing their 

vigor and make demands for new figures . It is only when we 

find a fresh figurative expression that we realize its 
-graphic power . Such a figure is Keats : 

"The silver snarling trumpets 'gan to chide", 

where the image is instantaneous, striking and vivid . 

* Gummere 444 . 
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In addition to the concrete, specific and figurative,we 

have referred in discussing the production of pictorial ef-

fects to suggestive words . This is really a matter of as

sociation, but so closely have associations affiliated them-

selves with the word that they seem also an inherent char

acteristic of the words, - an ability to present not only 

one, but many images . "The poppied warmth of sleep" is a 

case in point; it suggests muscular relaxation, dreamless 

repose, peaceful oblivion, - all from the image of the bliss

ful reveler opium. This kind of literary economy is a 

great advantage in poetry, where much must be ordinarily 

accomplished in brief space. If one word can build up a 

whole picture composed of many details, so much more can be 

accomplished in the graphic effect of the whole poem. If 

the word serried, for example, can construct in the reader's 

mind all the glitter and formidability of an arranged regi

ment as well as the regularity of its formation, that word 

has a poetic quality, because it has power to suggest many 

concrete, specific, pictorial images,the desideratum in con

veying emotion . 
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Hence, we are forced to admit that here, also, if Words

worth's excellencies are not in defiance of, they at least 

ignore his theory . The graphic words are excellent, poet

ically, not because they are the speech of ordinary conver

sation (if they cha.nee to be), but because they present 

pictorially the objects which had aroused the impelling em

otion of the poet. As we found in the case of poetic dic

tion, and of unworn words that Wordsworth's theory was not 

broad enough, we find here that it is not deep enough. He 

takes a surface incident as the cause of his power. 

Another quality, inherent in words, which contributes 

to some extent to Wordsworth's success in diction and which 

has nothing to do with his theory, is the power of express

iveness by sound. While this is not very apparent in his 

poetry, yet there are a few passages of such excellence in 

this respect that they must be considered. 1ordaworth 1 s 

ear, as is well-known, was not delicate in its a ppreciation 

of sounds, and the few examples ve find are of t he simpler 

onomatopoetic deviceo, and simpler uses of tone quality. 

Words like howl, thump, battering, ti1kled, thump-
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ing, slum£ing, clatters, balloos , jarring, .9:1.!!, cooing, 

clank, bees murmuring, and gurgled are simple enough, and 

yet, in many cases, the rude attempt at sound-imitation 

helps the emotional effect of the poetry. There are a few 

passages where the use of appropriate tone-quality is won-
I .., 

Ma derful . In the familiar passage , 

"Rolled round in earth's diurnal course, 

With rocks and stones and trees . 11 

the words are selected in the first line, to give the effect 

the words record, by their very sound. There is a majestic 

rolling about the words themselves which auggeat the motion 

of the earth . The words used of the cry of the cuckoo have 

the same function; they are of such a character that they 

give a suggestion of the actual sound . 

"Far off and faint, and melting into air . u--t-

The great example is, of course, the stanza from the Afflic

i!.2.£.. of Margaret : 

"Perhaps some dungeon hears thee groan 

Mained , mangled by inhuman men 

Or thou upon a desert thrown 

* Vlorks 361 . 
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Inheritest the lion's den; 

Or has been sunnnoned to the deep, 

Thou, thou and all thy mat~s , to keep 

An incommunicable sleep." * 

There the horror of the uncertainty, the torture of the 

frightful possibilities, the gloom of the unending sorrow 

are all suggested by the deep chest-tones that the words 

require, by the long vowels , and the unyielding consonants 

selected, like the a and in the first line , by the long-

drawn out sound of the word inconununicable . There is some-

thing , also , of this suggestive quality in : 

"My heart leaps~ when I behold" . There is a suggest

ion of it in : 

"And its last echoes can be heard no more", a.nd 
. 

"Stretch o ' er the pictured mirror broad and blue ". 

However slight may be ~ordsworth ' s use of the sounds of 

words in expressing emotion , it at least indicates the pos

sibilities of such words . I t is quite evident also, at t1e 

outset that this detail of :poetic diction has nothing to do 

with wheither or not the rords have been and are used in 

7K ork 117 . 
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conmon speech. I t is evident that this is one of those in

herent qualities which make words the adequate expression 

of emotion . We cannot here go into a discussion of the 

various ways in which sound suggests feeling , nor of the 

details of onomatopol ia, tone-quality, or the actual muscu

lar imitation which some \70rds induce . Suffice it to say 

that words which , by any means , succeed in suggesting an 

actual sound, do exactly for the ear, what words of graphic 

imagery do for the eye : they reproduce, in some measure , 

the sensation which gave rise to the poet ' s emotion . I n 

short , they exhibit that which will in itself produce the 

emotion that the poet wants to have produced in the reader . 

The same thing is true , in a more subtle 1~y, of tho e 1ords 

'=>1 1' whose sound La Guggestive of the emotion behind them, even 

they , are not expres~ions of sound, for different sounds 

produce different emotions . We know this from our experi

ences in music; a violin gives an entirely different effect 

from a piano, end a viola from either . Some sounds produce 

joJ, ome, agony, some, triviality , some, olemnity, grief , 

gayety, horror, or largeness . Every one is so familiar 
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with this phenomenon in the poetry of Keats, Poe , Tennyson 

and Swinburne , that it is unneccessary to elaborate it fur

ther . I t only remains to state what is evident : the la.n

gu· ge of poetry certainly differs decidedly from the langu

age of prose and conversation, in this matter of sound , and 

merely to consider whe~ther or not words are the language 

really spoken by men , is to eliminate a great possibility 

of poetic effect, in all poetr:l , as in Wordsworth's . 

I n the use of those words which by reason of their won

derful simplicity exercise a magic that cannot be analyze' .1 

Word worth is pre-eminent . His greatest poems are undoubt

edly those in which he avoided all unf niliar words , 11 so 

called" poetical ord " , and used only those sim le "it0rds 

which e all might use at any time . This vas , of course , 

the basis for his sweeping theo ,, • He realized that great 

poetry can be written in sim le language, but he failed to 

realize , as we must not do , ~hat there are other elements 

of imagery , of sound-expre ..:ivene s or of figurative qual

ity in these same simple ioems . Their simplicity i not, 

by any means, the whole story. Yet, we must admit his pre-
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eminence in this field . We need only to n ie over some of 

the greatest of his poems to find the qu.lity predominant . 

~ L.., ,ch-Gatherer, the Lucy Lyricw, :M.:.cha. 1, Lucy Gray, J!s:.. 

!:£2.. Se en , the ll~tthe~ Poem.a,~ Solit~1y Reap:r, Simon 

~' !.2£ C:h ... ldless Fa. he I, ~ .Ql!! Cu...nberland Begg"'r , ~ 

Ruined Cott ge . 

* 1fr . Bradford Torrey in his essay Ve1 b"~l M J'ic, e.., 

wh t he call.-, '"" m 
. ., c .J. i~h logy, i.a 11u.c~ .h include.., 

those line ·whose o er e cannot an lyz , but howe effect 

is uruiiistakable . He cites for one : 

"Will no one tell me 1hat she in5s? 

Perha the plaintive numbers flo 

For old unha~py , f r-off thi g 

d battl long ago ." 

He then ob erves th t ther i ~o much oi ... ed en y i/hich 

io liberated ithout ou kno ledge th t cann t ex lain 

the ic l re lt, oth t by merely oint'ng it t 

the res ... t or im le tyle . I t is ;h t 1alter B ehot 

call "hal.f-thrill, half-tranquility,enoble atisfaction 11 lf 

Sim lici ty i doubtedly the quality mo t po 1erful in it 

* T rrey: Friend on the Shelf. f ~ Bagehot 364. 
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effect on the emotion, d ~ alPo th ton f the t 

e oti n • We ~tated earlier th t tro1g e tion eek un-

connnon diction and so they do, yet the deepest., in another 

n~ture or situationJex resses i elf in the s lest ay it 

can . There i no question tha Wordsworth' attit de to1 rd 

sim le language a such, ·.' ;;> entirely correct. 

We 111.ust stop to notice, ho ever, .lthough i t i not of 

10 •· _ t importance , "'· a. t r \·orth 1 1 not 
-the language of real life al1ays. He confused, Brandes says, 
~ 

the language of prose and ordinary language. When he had 

carefully purged the language of the rustic from inappro

priate imperfections, he had left, a language that was not 

much different from the simple style that others have used, 

- not the language of rustics, at all . Neither is the sim

ple language he uses the actual language of children. Lucy 

Gray, Hutton says, is not in the language of a child, but 

of a musing poet, and certainly no little cott ge-girl ould 

ever forsake the good old idiom "There are seven of us", 

for "We are seven". The simplicity ~hich he uses in con

nection with children sometimes degenerates, al o, into a 
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foolish puerility, notably in Blind Higpla.nd Boy, ~Beg-
I oi: 

nd The I de - :Soy, lapses i;:;. "'oo iell-.kno'm and a par-

ent to need quotation here . So, even in his stronghold of 

simplicity , .re must uarrel ·.rith his state. ent of hiu theo-

ry that L ropo t on a poetr - U;:;.C f> 11he "l gu ge of eal 

life" , iD it oHerful . We do .::.gree d th }_ '... , i1011ever , in 

what is the real ba...,is of hi ... vie.: , thu.t s:un_J.. city of die-

tion is a marvelous age cy in the <Uiequate expresGion of em-

otion. 

That Words 1orth did not owe his s· cce .., to a. pr ctical 

a plic tion of his theory is evident fro the foregoin 

iscusGion . He u3 o. gre t ny c nvertional y poetic 

1orde;> , and a great many unworn :rords ·ihich cou1 not be the 

"language Of real life II . Further' he u.-.ed a grea.11 :::.n r 

words 1 ho.;e excel ence tc... not th t they were the langu e 

spoken by men , but th t they 1ere distingu'e;>he by graphic 

image J , by sound-sugge tiveness o by impl c ty . In 

,;;,~10r1i , it is evident that much f W ds.:rorth ' .., uccesu h s 
I 1tt/. 

to do with his theory. It is clear 1 o th::.t the e 

variou:::l forns of diction which he in"'tinctively used , are , 
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for variou.., reasons , p rticul~rly suited for the de u~te 

expression of emotion . Vie mu~t come to the conclusiun , 

then , that o far s Words orth ' s excellencies of die ion 

are concerned , he confused the limits of 11 poetry 1ith 

t he limits o~ his o~m ability . He realized th t great poet

r y can be vri tten in sim 1 1 guage , but he did not take 

into consideration that equally excellent poetry of another 

kindcan be written in lC!ngu ge that i the obver..,e of im-

plicity . To this extent, then , his theory is far too swec -

ing to be in accordruice with the facts of the a.y words act 

upon the mind . 

Cho. ter III . 

Word worth ' s Unsucce..,sful Diction. 

I t is neces.., ry to inquire, further, .., t the n ture 

of Words :'/Orth ' f:i failures , - what they re and ho'' they co e 

about . It i an obvious and 'ell-la10 m fact that Word -
ion . 

1or _1 1 belief in the coincidence of prosaic a.nd poetic dic

tion led him a1ay from his great field of excellence into 

dry, rid tretches of prosaic verbe. I t i.., rell-kno 
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also , that he could not dibtinguish betv1een the two . He 

wrote nobly plain poetry with i;:onderful success , cmd having 

confused this plainnes.., with the langu" ge of prooe , proceed-

ed to rrite on , without inspiration . The result of his 

theory in practice was that he used many words which were 

not suitable for the expression of emotion and which , more -

over , were the kind of words which cannot be the ex ression 

of emotion . 

There are a great many words in Wordsworth ' ::, poetry 

which express ideas that are potentially poetic , in prosaic 

language , - ideas , which in theraselves , if controlled by 

strong enough emotion , ure cap ble of poetic expres~ion . 

They are the kind of 1ords 1hich a feeble emotion usea , ...nd 

are the words which cannot convey vhat feeling there is 

back of them to the reader . In short , they are intellect

ual words rhich do what they can to express emotion . We 

must first call attention in this connection to tho e words 

,,,- which are prosaic by as ocic tion . there is no thought in --::::... 
any of the following 1ords 1hich could not be embraced in 

poetry , yet each 1ord is not the right one for poetic pur-
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poses . There are some, for example, \lhich are words asso

ciated in the average mind with intellectual pursuits . 

They have the tone of the law-court or tb.e class-room or 

the shop or the engine , and cannot, therefore, be separted 

from a.n intellectual impul.se . Such i;rords are frequent 

enough in Wordsworth ' s later poetry, especially; bisect, 

medicable, equi~oise, licensed , therein, indentureb, process, 

statist, collateral, analogous , unorganic, emphatically, 

catalogued, albeit, intellectual , local, renovated. The 

same reason lies behind our dislike for the justly notori

ous lines : "three feet lon and two feet ~", and another, 

"ei ht feet sg,uare" . There is too much the ~uggestion of a 

careful mechanic rith his folding-rule, .LJlaking calculation 

for a job t Phrases like in ~ ~ a.nd tl cet~a suggest 

too_much the expository fra.m.e of mind to have_much effect 

on the feelings . Professor Winchester cites in thio connec

tion these lines: 

"Proud Gordon maddened by the thoughts 

That through his brain ~e travelinc 

Rushed forth and at the heart of Bruce, 
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He launched a deadly javelin. 

Fair Ellen saw it as it came 

And starting up to meet the same, 

Did with her body cover 

The youth her chosen lover." 

The same thing is true of words which are associated with 

every- day , matter- of-fact speech. This is why there is 

something ludicrous about the sonnet that begins : 11 .Tones ! 
.. 

we have etc . , and about the spa.de with which Mr . Wilkinson 

has tilled his ground. We object to the word when \ e are 

told that there was a ~ in Peter Bell ' s mind which t empt

ed him. Expressions like _!E. ~ mighty flurry , in ~ =m;.::i;.g:.:~ 

~' worth~ weight 1=a gold , I guess , .fil ill!~' ~

.!!!!, _!E. ~ quandary , are all so closely associated with a 

matter-of- fact existence not permeated by emotion , that we 

can get no emotional effect from them. The matter of asso-

ciation , however , is a secondary matter . The primary rea

son why these words cannot arouse emotion is that emotion 

did not reduce them. Ordinarily , the person in great 

stresa of mind , or under an imi:elling iration vill not 
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use the colloquial expressions with rhich he carries on 

daily intercourse , nor the kind of words he uses in his bis

iness or in philosophical inquiry. Neither should the poet 

who is the spokesman of the feelings of mankind. 

WordSYTorth 1 s theory penni ts him also to use words :r!lich 
~ 

express a possible poetic idea prosaically because they are 

lacking in sensuous appeal . There are many abstractions 

and general terms . In his later poetry, there are many re

ferences to abstract vt rtues and states of mand as such : 
- -

freedom, righ,t , vvrong , magnanimity , faith , innocence , Sha.Le, 

rturbation , as iration , liberty. There are terms like ; 

natural miseries, avarice , rapine , idolatry , sequestration , 

aggravation , complication , provocation , chastised , ~

abasement . There are dozens of p sages Phere there is not 

a single word which gives any image; they are merely the 

abstract or general expresuion of his philosophy, :rhich , 

in earlier years , he had thrown into concrete form. Ta.ke 

for example these passages from the Ecclesiastical Sonnets : 

"As men the diet te of :rhose invm.rd sense, 

Outue ighs the \ orld; rhoia self-deceiving d t 
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Lures not from '\Vhat they deem the cause of God . " 14-

or 

"Even such the contrast that, where'er we move, 

To the mind's eye Religion doth present . " 'ff =* 

or these scattered pasbages : 

"Discourse was ever deemed Man ' s noblest attribute, "**.t-

or 

"Sees tht...t, <:'I.part from magnanimity 

Wisdom exists not ; nor the humbler nkill 

Of prudence, disentangling good and ill 

Vii th patient car~" ;f >r->1~ 

This kind of word we naturally expect and we find them in 

Sonnets on the Punishment of Death and in poems dealing 

1ith political question like those on Liberty and Order, 

a.nd National Inde ndence . They are present, too, in the 

Prelu e, notably in Book V 011 Boo .., , and in countle s pa 

ages in the long discussions of right and ron in ociety, 

religion and olitics in the Ex ur~ion . 

Enough ha been aid in the e· lier sections to ho 

why general and abstract o d cannot arouse emotion in the 

*Works ·141 . *"Vierk 439 . '.f<. **-Worko;a 489 . ork 514 . 
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Th 01 C reader . One need only to com e l ---
it concre a f i y con id r-

ation 1th one of the e ab tract arg ents for ity in 

ver e to see at once the u posin th di ct-

ic ne.r iz 'ion trongly to the reader ' 

feelin A poet can move hi reader to or l a .ir tion 

only by ex.~ibit ' n tho e event d 

him , no y s a ing the ener liti ich , t d li r-

tin" ov r vent , he l1 re ched . le us not f il to o -

serve , in dition , 10.ever , tha vi 1 , re motion on 

the oet ' ill not e res i se f in 1 kind of 

diction . 'nan a n e in 0 e tr ct te , he 1 

i b inni to r t the height of feelin 

i t llectual.ly . He d aling 1th f 1 but it i 

not re , "4lu.u.LJ\.C d e o t i on , the intellectual l nt i 

in . t re er in t i con ct 0 

tmd tion theory th t 1 of the 1ord it 

in , icl if d tron , 0 

try; e c lton t e 

of r r 0 to r 1 

1-

ic 
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iece . But Word· orth ' emotion is too feeble to enforce 

adequate expreo.,ion . His in ir tion 'l f iling. Hence , 

this k d of ord c nnot ord narily be u e ucce fully in 

poetry , bec~u e it has not the imyelling force of an emo

tion that arouses emotion . ord .orth' s theory wanctioned 

it , but he could not succeed uniformly in ractice and nei

ther c 1 y one else , ho in hi faith to such a rinci-

1 exclu ively , for it is contrary to the fact of the 

mind in its rel tion to language . 

sec . 2 • Word orth' theory in givi1 him licen e to use any 

Prosaic ord , rmitted him to e 1oy 10 ·d 1hich are 

I io of e .ithout an e otion e ul e t all . I n c ., • 

short , it pe itted him, in oe ry , the pro ic expre ion 

o pro aic idea • There are hundr d of ord in co on 

ch hich ar the ex re ion of ide hich could not , 

by y po .,ibilit each the feeline • The ord orth 

felt free to e . He re r , b n , to aJ.l er o 

mi cellaneou ticle 

ined 

d tone-
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eater that he saw in a street-sho~ , appear in a book of the 

Prelude . We must observe, however, that it is not the hum

bleness of the article which makes the word rosa.ic; it is 

the feeling vrith which it is associated in its use . The 
. 

word S ·de for example , which seems grotesque in the poem, 

1hich begins; 

"Spade ! Tith 11hich 'Wilkinson has tilled" etc . is used 

~ith ~onderfuJ. success in~ Ruined Cottage: 

"They who p ... ssed 

At evening , from behind the garden fence 

ight hear his busy spade, which he would ply 

After his daily ·work." "* 
But the point is tn.at tnere a.re some words mith which no 

such emotional connection i possible . They a.re i1 ply 

rosaic ide and nothing poetic ca.n be accomplished by 

theu. S ch are 10 ... ds :vhich express idea. connected ith 

industry and commerce like ste -boat, viaduct, Erinti G(~w 

a proce s), r1.achiner1, ~ail, 1-labor rd, engine~, heel

barro ~ . The best knom exam le of hi~ kind or diction i 

prominent because it is one cold prosaic o... in t e t 

·* Workw 76 • 
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of lines of poetic beauty: 

"And now I see with eye serene 

The very pulse of the ma.chine . " ·Jf 

Such , also, are words which Wordsworth deliberately us

ed when he first formulated his theory; words of grotesque 

details , - such details as result in hum.or, grotesque be

cause of Wordsworth's unconsciousness of it . These are 
-

prominent in Idiot Boy and Peter ~, and in the earlier 

edition of the Blind Highland Boy, where he introduced a " 

"common washing ~". He tells how the pet lamb ' s "tail 

~ 1-leasure shook, hO\V his ~ ached \lith excessive a

musemen • Ho / Peter Bell ' w ~ ~ ~, and how SL.on ~ 

had~ ankles . The horror of the situation ~hen Peter is 

trying to raise the dead body from the water, is quite lost 

when V/ords 1orth says : 

"He ulls - and look - and pulls again . " 

~ ~e get only the rote uene~s of a·man vainly tugging at 

something he cannot raise . We lose eight of Peter's reform 

when we are told specifically that "after ~ mont:-is l 

h y , l~e became an hone t " Bett 
() . !'.& in her elief 

orks 186 . 
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vhen she finds the idiot boy almost " o ' er-turns~ horse ." 

More grotes ue is the ,,ell- lrnown stanza hich is so ridicu

lou!l th t it is re rk ble thr:.t Wordsworth could have miss-

ed the humor of it : 

"Only the Ass with motion dull 

Upon the pivot of his skull 

Turned ' round his long left ear ." 

I t is evident that these iiurely rosaic words do not 

succeed in arousing the reader ' s emotion . It is equally 

evident that all such words cannot succeed , for the obvioua 

reason t a.t there is no emotional im ulse in them. I n oet

ry , only emotion c arouse emotion . I t i true , too, hen 

we stop to consider it , that such \7ords cannot be the pro

duct of a sincere feeling on the poet ' s pa.r • roman , from 

depth of feeling , can use grotes ue details , for they are 

not rhat aroused his feelin • His desire , if he is genuine 

is to sho~ those things which touched him , not the acces -

ary details 1hich are irrelevant to the subje ct in hand . 

Frequently , Wordsworth was consciously ex loiting his the 

ory vhen he used them, and 1as not spontaneou as in other 

poeL.:.S . A oet "ith an instinctive delicacy of feeling could 
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not permit himSelf to drag in \lords which struld for prosaic 

ideo.s vhile he was sincerely trying to set forth the emotion 

which held hirn. Wordsworth ' s theory is all wrong, both for 

him and for all poets, when it permits the use of wordS", 

either expressing ideas prosaic in themselves, or express

ing rosaically ideas which are potentially poetic . 

Chapter IV. 

Conclusion. 

Where, then , have we arrived? We have attempted to show 

that Wordsworth 1 s practice is not in accord Yvi th his theory. 

We have gone further in pointing out that his s ccess uas 

largely in spite of, or quite beside his theory, and that 

his failure is because of a literal adherence to it . We 

have tried, also, to establish these generalizations on a 

still broad.er basis hat no poet could do other than he did 

K' in tryine to apply that theory, for i ta fallacy iz becaune 

it ignores , to some extent, the relation of 1ords to tie 

orkings of the mind . Words a.re not suitable for poetry 

when they are the diction of prose and conunon conversation, 
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unless they are also fitted by usage or by their inherent 

characteristics to be the adequate expression of emotion . 
-

Wordsworth's theory means to concentrate on simplicity, and 

in so doing, is legitimate . But it excludes words which 

are prosaic; to this extent, it is too sweeping . It arro

gates much to simplicity that belongs to imaeery or suggest

iveness; in so doing, it is shallow. Hence, Yre are led to 

the conclusion that Wordsworth ' s practice proves that his 
- -· 

theory is too sr1eeping to be in accordance with the psychol-

ogy of diction . 

We must, therefore as our view in the matter take a 

middle ground between Wordsworth and Aristotle, - one which 

will include them both. We cannot su.y ·ri th V/ordsworth that 

there can be "no essential difference" . There is a distinct 

appropriateness to poetry in some vrords, e.nd as distinct an 

inappropris.teness in others . Some \tords are too closely 

connected vri th prosaic, intellectuaJ. things to be useful, 

poetically; some are of such a nature, aside from usage, 

that the hope of poetry from them is dashed to earth . We 

cannot say with Aristotle that poetry must e elevated a-
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bove common speech, for certain of our most poetic themes 

cannot be presented in an elevated style . But we can say 

with both of them that any word, elevated or simple, con

ventionally poetic or actually colloquial, which because of 

its as&ociations or because of its nature can move the hu

man heart, is thereby a suitable word for use in poetry. 

We, therefore, broaden the term poetic diction far beyond 

the conventional conception of elevated and out-of-the-or

dinary words to include not only such words, but also sim

ple present day expressions, - any word which expresLes 

emotion adequately. This definition covers Wordsworth ' s 

contention which was appropriate and timely, so far as it 

went, and Aristotle's diction that the language of poetry 

i s removed from conunon speech. Each ~as right, but his 

rightness made him too sweeping . The modern poet has t e 

benefit of the emphasis w1ich each made, and has the priv

ilege of using the principles of both schools . He has a 

broad, poetic vocabulary, based on the single test that the 

word be such that it is suited to the expression of emotion. 
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